SLA testimonial
On Tue, Sep 8, 2015 at 9:20 PM, Chuck Thomson <chuck.thomson@nexicom.net> wrote:

Bruce
That SLA front suspension is unbelievable, I am totally elated
with it.
The Understeer is vastly reduced, the high speed braking into
turn eight at Mosport always used to make the car feel really unstable,
it felt like it had a kind of oscillation to it, now it is totally rock solid,
this is very confidence inspiring.
The car absolutely rips now, this is exactly what I needed. I can
place it nearly anywhere I want on the track and it sticks like glue, and
this is with the crappy old tires I have on it right now. I can experiment
with all kinds of different lines through the corners and it just does
whatever I tell it to do, and it does it extremely well.
I‘m really glad I stuck with the old sh___ tires I had, this really
showed me the difference between the old MacPherson Strut setup
and the new SLA setup, and it was just amazing, the car is now an
absolute ground based rocket ship. Remember this was already a
GR40 strut car, that I upgraded, Amazing difference.
I can’t thank you enough for your superior engineering skills,
this new front suspension just blew me away, way more than I
expected that even was possible, although my competitor’s don’t
seem to like it that much.
I got upgraded from the C Class to the B Class, then I went out
and kicked most of their asses, although not all of them, I allowed one
guy to pass me once, I passed everybody else, my tires totally suck,
they sucked with the MacPherson Strut front suspension.
When new tires are fitted I intend on being the fastest driver in
the B Class, and I’m sure that I will achieve this goal, I’m nearly there

now with my sh____ tires. I’m already trouncing BMW’s and
Porsches, and there is much more to come.
Can I get one of your Griggs Racing front windshield banners
for my car from you? I’ll pay for it if need be, I’m really proud of you,
and how well your suspension works, and although I never put
anybody’s decals on my car, and I really mean that, I would be
extremely proud to display yours.

